
2023-3-27 Geopolitics: US-NATO axis 42 - 1,3,6 > 39 < 23
42 Increase > 39 Impasse < 23 Splitting Apart

Nuclear 23 Primary 42            Derived 39
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IMAGE

Thunder below Wind above
Reverberating thunder building up and spreading in the wind

JUDGMENT

The West, by trying to Increase (42) power and influence in unbalanced ways, has
reached Impasse (39) forcing reevaluation, stripping away (23) superfluous

elements, reducing the bad whilst increasing the good. 
Only in this way can truly meaningful Increase be realized. 

Unbalanced Heaven is toxic corruption. 
Unbalanced Earth is impulsive expansion. 

Unbalanced Man must peel away all layers of deception 
reconnecting the People to Mother Nature's bedrock sanity and peace.

When Heaven is about to confer a great mission upon a person, it first exercises his
mind with suffering and his body with toil. It subjects him to hunger and poverty and

perplexes his undertakings. By all these means it stimulates his mind, hardens his
nature, and relieves his incompetence. [Mencius L3] 

Geopolitical see-saw
one trying to best the other

only to be bested in turn
is best abandoned

for sitting quietly all together
in the well-balanced Middle,

Heaven Earth and Man's 
fulcrum of well-being.
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42 INCREASE 
Wind and Thunder support each other, an image of Increasing. 

In correspondence with this, the superior person follows the good when he sees
it, and corrects his fault when he finds it. [Huang]

The ideograph of Yi is simple and clear. The lower part is the image of a household container.
Above the container is an ancient ideograph for water, shui. It looks exactly like the symbol of
the original gua Kan, Water . ☵ Water above a container symbolizes that water is pouring into the 
container, an act of increasing. The structure of the gua is Wind  above, Thunder below . ☴ ☳ When 
wind and thunder support each other, their energy is doubled. It is also an image of increase. The 
inner gua, Thunder, indicates that there is firm resolution within. The outer gua, Wind, indicates 
that there is penetrating outward action. Confucius’s Commentary on the Symbol says, “The superior 
person follows the good when he sees it, and corrects his fault when he finds it.” This tells us that a 
superior person follows the good as quickly as the wind and corrects his faults as firmly as 
thunder. 

This gua discusses how to decrease what is above in order to increase what is below. When Heaven 
 loses a yang element, it becomes Wind . And when earth  gains a yang element, it becomes ☰ ☴ ☷

Thunder . ☳ Increasing comes from Pi, Hindrance (12). In Hindrance, there are three solid lines in the 
upper gua and three yielding lines in the lower gua . When the [bottom] solid line of Hindrance (L4] ䷋
moves to the very bottom [L1], Hindrance changes to Increasing . The Commentary on the Decision ䷩
says, “To decrease what is above is to increase what is below.” 
The upper gua is Wood as well as Wind. Here it symbolizes that a wooden boat is moving forward, 
driven by the wind. The lower gua is Thunder, symbolizing action. Thus King Wen’s Decision says, 
“Favorable to have somewhere to go. Favorable to cross great rivers.” [Huang Complete IChing]

SIGNIFICANCE The message of the gua is that those above provide benefit to those below. The 
three lines of the upper gua represent the persons who give, and the three lines of the lower gua 
represent those who receive. The way to gain relies on doing something substantial. This is why the 
Decision says, “Favorable to have somewhere to go. Favorable to cross great rivers.” The host of the gua 
is the solid [unfortunately changing] line at the bottom. It is the principal line of the lower gua, and thus 
the most appropriate line to be the host. [Huang Complete I Ching]

This hexagram represents using reduction in the midst of increase; ... to increase good is not possible 
without reducing what is not good. Increasing good and decreasing what is not good, increasing and 
increasing again, reducing and reducing again, until there is no more increase or decrease possible, 
finally reaching the state of utter good without evil, one is then done. Therefore "it is beneficial to go 
somewhere." [DAOIST YI ]

'Until there is no more increase and decrease possible' is implied by the Nuclear Hexagram #23, Peeling
Away, or Splitting Apart. This requires introspection which in turn implies a cessation of expansive 
outward-orientation and other adventures abroad in favour of domestic reforms. At the very least a 
major re-evaluation of strategy and tactics. And this same message is echoed in 39: 

The superior man turns around to examine himself and cultivate his virtue.

Increase of virtue comes from decreasing evil; there cannot be one without the other. If the 
West's actions are not in accord with bedrock virtues, they will not enjoy genuine Increase 
except by being thrust back upon themselves through reaching Impasse and needing to 
reevaluate their entire polity from top to bottom, aka 'Splitting Apart.' 
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Changing Lines 1-3-6
With three lines changing, the Reading emphasizes the third line.

1 - Supreme good fortune. No fault. Though the lower is not suitable to engage in great affairs. 
The Confucian commentary says that "one in a low position should not move in great affairs" If such a one
does initiate such an affair, only great success will excuse his rashness. [Huang]
3 - One is enriched through unfortunate events [evil deeds]. No blame, if you are sincere and walk 
in the middle, and report with a seal to the prince. [Wilhelm]
The ancients thought that an extremely hard situation could temper and steel one’s ability and capacity 
for endurance. Mencius said: When Heaven is about to confer a great mission upon a person, it 
first exercises his mind with suffering and his body with toil. It subjects him to hunger and 
poverty and perplexes his undertakings. By all these means it stimulates his mind, hardens his 
nature, and relieves his incompetence. In this spirit, the situation described here is unfavourable but 
without fault. [Huang]
6 - He brings increase to no one. Indeed, someone even strikes him. He does not keep his heart constantly 
steady. Misfortune. The meaning here is that through renunciation those in high place should bring 
increase to those below...In this way they invite attacks. [Wilhelm] 

Comments: All three lines possess negative aspects at beginning, middle and end, ie throughout. Simply 
put: Line 1: insufficient humility; Line 3: lack of core principles; Line 6: arrogance at the top. 

First line: Inferior people shouldn't bite off more than they can chew - like Ukraine taking on 
Russia, or Zelensky demanding to negotiate directly with civilization state leaders like Putin and Xi. 
Third line: Achieving gains through misfortune - such as war. The commentary promises Increase 
notwithstanding achieving gains based on bad stuff happening for which one is blameless, but also 
involves reforming the error of one's ways of which we see no evidence yet from Western states. Here 
also we might say that the American people are not to blame for the wreckage perpetrated by their 
leadership classes, but nevertheless will have to endure Mencius's trials and tribulations before coming 
through to Increase. This whole line is tricky; meanwhile above it all, looms 39 Impasse. 
Sixth line: Increase has not worked out given the top fruitional line is unbalanced and two others 
already earlier. Line 6 is the line of the Sage above Line (5) of the Ruler indicating bad master strategy 
from the elites who secretly pull the strings above the fray. The true Ruler 'We the People' must awaken 
to this fact and Strip Away power from their corrupt elites, if necessary Splitting Apart countries as per 
States seceeding from a Union no longer honoring its Constitution and/or having Assemblies to pare the 
Constitution back down to its core basics. (Dangerous difficult work: #39's Water trigram!)

Hexagram #39  Impasse 

[Ravine at the base of] a mountain -- the image of Impasse. The superior man
turns around to examine himself and cultivate his virtue. [Legge]

COMMENTARY: [Confucius:] Impasse means difficulty, with the trigram of Peril [Water ] ☵
up ahead. It is a wise man who can stop his advance at the first sign of danger...  Great 
indeed is the work to be done during an Impasse. Impasse is the symbol of incompetency in the 
feet and legs involving difficulty in walking. Hence it represents a state of the kingdom which 
makes government an arduous task. The [hexagram] teaches how to perform this task under the 
prevailing circumstances.

"When our actions do not realize our desires [39], we must turn inwards 
and examine ourselves [23] in every point. [Mencius]" [Legge] 
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Trigram Analysis
Below/Inner:* Thunder: Quake, shock, advance, charge, change

*Unbalanced: Impatient, impulsive, bad start, risky, aggressive
Below Derived Mountain: Stillness, calm, wisdom, stopping, holding steady
Above/Outer:* Wind: Influence, spreading, pervading, step by step

*Unbalanced: Discursive, scattered, disorganized, harsh
Above Derived Water: Danger, turmoil, darkness, work, destiny 
Nuclear Below Earth: Cooperation, yielding, sustenance, We the People
Baoti Lower Heaven: Masculine dominance. Ideas over implementation or realization
Nuclear Above Mountain: Calm, wisdom, tradition, ancestors, not moving
Baoti Upper Fire: Attached to self image and identity over authentic heart connection

Lower trigram Thunder  ☳ changes to Mountain  ☶ : They are both Yang trigrams but Thunder's yang 
line at the bottom moves to Mountain's yang line at the top. The first line changing and being yang 
indicates impetuosity, getting ahead of one's skis: Mountain counterbalances this with calm, stillness, 
restraint, prevention, maturity and also in this case: actually stopping things (impasse). Mountain is 
Earth element touching Heaven - ordinary earthy reality combined with majesty.

Upper trigram Wind  changes to Water  :☴ ☵  Discursive, scattered (imbalanced Wind) conditions in 
the outer geopolitical world are balanced by Water which comes from softening the arrogant top yang 
line to yin. Water is associated with darkness, moon, depth, cold, finding one's level, danger, the inner 
essence, core, fear, will, determination, stamina, natural movements, heaviness. Counterbalancing 
discursiveness demands becoming serious, sane, adult, purposeful, principled, moreover flowing 
around obstacles rather than chargin straight through them. Above all, finding one's core essence and 
national character, not waging war just to score points or achieve useless ideological agendas.

Heaven Earth and Man
*Heaven: Spreading Blockage ☴ - ☶ Old Yang 18 Decay, Diseased, Rotting
*Man: Earthy Mountain ☷ - ☶ Old Yin 23 Stripping Away, Splitting
*Earth: Double Thunder  - ☳ ☳ Young Yang 51 Shock! Explosions

* = Unbalanced. All three being so is rare and gives them unfavorable qualities.

HEAVEN: 18 (Decay): the five most poisonous animals enclosed together after which the 
sole survivor's poison becomes medicine, a dangerous and radical cure. Heaven is the overall
atmosphere which here is toxic corruption blocking Increase.

EARTH: 51 (Shock! Doubled) cataclysmic movement, bombs, explosions, war. Under so 
toxic a sky, the earth - reality - is shifting under our feet. Time of change no matter what.

MAN: 23 (Splitting Apart) is the nuclear/internal dynamic within 42 Increase. The Man
principle joins this challenging Heaven and Earth. Mountain's top yang line rises or peels away
leaving behind all yin lines Earth, which also represents the People. This can involve 
Mountain's ancestral wisdom finding its inner Mother Earth nature within. Here 23 can 
feature radical political reform such as Splitting corrupt elites Apart from the Body Politic, 
Stripping Down the constitution to its basics and returning power back to We the People.
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Notes 
• 3 or more lines changing = *unbalanced, lack of harmony, negative thrust. 
• Lines 1 - 3 - 6 changing: imbalanced in beginning, middle and end - throughout!
• Hexagram 39 according to Jou Tsung Wa is one of the 'four evil Hexagrams,' * so this 

vector casts a shade on Primary Hexagram 42. Jou says that the phase with the greatest 
evil in Hexagram #39 is the middle one which, with the emphasis on the 3rd changing 
line, is like everything being 'rotten to the core,' 'bad to the bone.' And because three 
lines changing yield the same number of balanced and imbalanced lines, #39 Impasse is
as important as #42 Increase in this Reading. We are in the middle of something...

• 3-line Derived Hexagram: the three changing lines form the lower trigram, the three 
unchanging form the upper trigram = Fire below, Mountain Above, 22 Adornment-
Vanity: posturing and bluff, optics over substance. Another negative hint.

• Line 3 revisited: positive interpretation via Mencius: The West is going through a 
crucible trial period, one result of which might be sufficient humility and honesty to 
pull back from self-serving hegemonic brinkmanship. This could prompt politico-social 
sea-changes, albeit likely not without turmoil. However, she could come through such 
trials with a reformed polity, aka 'regime change,' once again in touch with core values 
aligned with basic human goodness. Increase indeed!

• Summing up: Increase is generally positive but only if handled correctly, which 
Hexagram #39 Impasse indicates is only possible after pulling back from the brink and 
then, as per Nuclear #23, Stripping Away, which will involve national self-examination, 
deconstruction and reform. Any impasse presents an opportunity for Western polities to
excise the toxic, corrupt elites and strip back down to bedrock constitutional basics in 
line with each nation's essential history, character and culture (23's Earth).

• Thus all three hexagrams contain a similar message: 42 Increase advises reducing 
wrongdoing as the prerequisite for any true increase of virtue and thus any true 
Increase; 39 Impasse recommends turning back from the current brink to self 
reflect. And nuclear Hexagram 23 involves that very same internal process of self-
examination, deconstruction, pruning, paring - Stripping Away, Splitting Apart.

Afterword
As with the Russia-China Grand Alliance cast, this Reading may seem to reflect anti-West bias. 
But it is not easy to make 42 with three changing lines creating 39 Impasse into a simple, 
positive dynamic recommending that the current course of action is all fine and dandy. 
And of course the above reading points the way towards a positive Increase for the American 
people if they can make a break from the warmongering, money laundering elites who hold 
them captive. (Indeed, 'we are all Ukrainians now' - ie cannon fodder!) 

No, the simplest interpretation is the best: the West, by trying to Increase power and influence 
in immoral ways, has reached an Impasse. It is time to reconsider, to strip away the evil 
elements within and return to basics, reducing that which is bad and increasing that which is 
good. Then and only then will all be well and authentic Increase transpire. 

*The other evil Hexagrams are #3, #29 and #47 though each has positive aspects too of course.
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